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From M-ary Query to Bit Query: a new strategy for
efficient large-scale RFID identification

Jian Su, Member, IEEE, Yongrui Chen, Member, IEEE, Zhengguo Sheng, Senior Member, IEEE, Zhong Huang,
Alex. X. Liu, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The tag collision avoidance has been viewed as one of
the most important research problems in RFID communications
and bit tracking technology has been widely embedded in query
tree (QT) based algorithms to tackle such challenge. Existing
solutions show further opportunity to greatly improve the reading
performance because collision queries and empty queries are not
fully explored. In this paper, a bit query (BQ) strategy based M-
ary query tree protocol (BQMT) is presented, which can not only
eliminate idle queries but also separate collided tags into many
small subsets and make full use of the collided bits. To further
optimize the reading performance, a modified dual prefixes
matching (MDPM) mechanism is presented to allow multiple
tags to respond in the same slot and thus significantly reduce
the number of queries. Theoretical analysis and simulations
are supplemented to validate the effectiveness of the proposed
BQMT and MDPM, which outperform the existing QT-based
algorithms. Also, the BQMT and MDPM can be combined to BQ-
MDPM to improve the reading performance in system efficiency,
total identification time, communication complexity and average
energy cost.

Index Terms—RFID, anti-collision, bit query, bi-response,
communication complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS one of the best known automatic identification tech-
nologies, RFID has attracted much attention for object

management due to its low costs, fast recognition, reusability,
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and robustness in harsh environments [1]. Currently, it has
been widely used in commercial retail, traffic management,
libraries, access control systems, food safety traceability, and
other aspects [2-4]. The main components of an RFID system
include a reader and several tags. Each tag maintains a unique
identifier (ID) information that can be identified by the reader,
which is the most common application paradigm of RFID.
According to its power supply, the existing tag types include
active, passive and semi-active. A passive tag does not have a
built-in battery. When the tag is outside the radiation coverage
of reader, it is in an inactive state. When it is within the reader
vicinity, the tag extracts the power required for its operation
from the RF energy emitted by the reader. The passive tag
is characterized by low cost and long working lifetime, but
reduced coverage than other tag types [5].

This paper mainly focuses on passive RFID systems e-
specially consisting of a single reader and multiple tags.
However, in such a system, multiple tags competing for a
shared channel to transmit data at the same time leads to
the tag collision problem [6], which not only hinders the
successful transmission of tag data, but also increases time and
energy consumption. Therefore, it is necessary to implement
an anti-collision protocol to coordinate data communication
between the reader and tags [7]. Due to hardware limitations
of the RFID systems, general multiple access protocols are
difficult to apply directly to the RFID system, thus there is a
need to develop anti-collision protocols. The mainstream RFID
anti-collision protocols can be divided into tree-based [8-14]
and Aloha-based [15-20] protocols.

The Aloha-based protocols include Pure Aloha (PA) proto-
col, Slotted Aloha (SA) protocol, Frame Slotted Aloha (FSA)
protocol, and Dynamic Frame Slotted Aloha protocol [21-22].
In Aloha-based protocols, tags pick up time slots randomly
from a frame with a given size and respond to the reader at a
designated slot. The feature of Aloha-based protocol is char-
acterized by the strategy it employs to update the transmission
frame size along the tag identification process. Such protocol
is easy to implement, but its reading efficiency is usually low
[23]. Moreover, all tags including those already being identi-
fied need to maintain their own inventory flags in Aloha-based
protocols. Once some tags are powered down intermittently,
they will contend with unidentified tags in the subsequent slots
and cause high instability in RFID identification. In addition,
the cardinality (the size of tag population) estimation functions
in Aloha-based protocols not only increases the computational
complexity, but also introduce estimation errors, which all
cause performance degradation.
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Tree-based protocols, in essence, split the competing tags
into groups recursively until a successful response is detected
by the reader. The tree-based protocols mainly include Query
tree (QT) protocol [13-14][24-30], Binary tree (BT) protocol
[8-12], and Binary search (BS) protocol [21]. Among them,
QT protocol is the most common tree-based algorithm to
improve the reading performance of RFID systems. In the QT
protocol, each tag maintains a prefix matching circuit. A reader
first probes prefix 0, and all tags whose IDs match the prefix 0
respond. If the feedback of the probe is a successful response
(i.e., only one tag responds) or an empty response (i.e., no tag
responds), the reader then probes prefix 1, and all tags whose
IDs match the prefix 1 respond. If the feedback of the probe
is a collided response (i.e., more than one tag respond), the
reader updates two new prefixes by concatenating a 0 and a 1
after the previous prefix and probes the unread tags with the
new prefixes. The reader maintains a stack to store the prefixes.
When the stack is empty, it means that all tags are successfully
identified and the identification process is terminated. The
identification process of the QT can be regarded as a virtual
depth-first traversal process on a complete binary tree, where
each branch on the tree represents a certain bit of a tag ID, and
a leaf node represents a successful response (named a readable
slot) or an empty response (named an idle slot), and an internal
node represents a collided response (named a collision slot)
[25]. The main limitation of traditional QT protocol is that
it traverses a large number of collision nodes in the binary
tree, making the query process slow and thus increasing the
identification latency. Although some methods utilize ad hoc
heuristic features to reduce traversal of collision nodes, these
methods cannot completely avoid it[24, 26].

Recently, many tag reading protocols have been proposed
to enhance the reading performance of QT protocol by adopt-
ing the bit identification and tracking technology [14, 27]
which enables the reader to accurately identify the location
of collided bits in order to avoid continuous unnecessary
collisions. Current research on the QT-based protocol focuses
on using the collision information to update the query pre-
fixes. Literature [28] presented a collision tree (CT) protocol
which generates query prefixes and splits the contending tags
according to the first collided bit. The authors in literature
[29] proposed a protocol namely optimal query tracking tree
(OQTT) which embeds a bit estimation algorithm (BEA)
to allow reader to estimate the size of tag population. By
estimating the tag population size, the reader divides the entire
tag set into several groups and then utilizes the query tracking
tree to quickly identify tags within the group. Such protocol
greatly improves the system efficiency1 of the original QT
protocol, and its optimal system efficiency approaches 61.4%.
However, both the BEA and partitioning strategy introduce
additional costs such as counters, random number generators
and storage memory, making them unsuitable for low-cost
tags [14]. The literature [30] presented an adaptive assigned
tree slotted Aloha (AdATSA) protocol, which is an improved
version of ATSA [27]. In AdATSA, the reader employs

1According to the definition of the existing literatures, the system efficiency
is defined as the number of identified tags divided by the number of total slots.

binary grouping and adaptive recognition phases to efficiently
estimate the tag population size and promptly identify tags.
The maximum system efficiency of AdATSA peaks at 61.7%.
Another recent work namely dual prefix probe scheme (DPPS)
[31] is proposed to enhance the system efficiency above 90%.
However, these protocols only use the most significant bit
(MSB) of the collided part, thus they may generate additional
collision slots or empty slots. Although these prior work are
more efficient than the original QT algorithm, there are still
space to improve the time and energy efficiency.

To speed up the query process of QT, some M-ary based
protocols [32-33] have been proposed to improve the iden-
tification performance. The literature [32] presented a M-ary
query tree (MQT) by modeling the tag identification process
as a partial deep-first traversal process on a virtual M-ary tree
over the tag ID space. Specifically, the system efficiency of
MQT is approaching 73%. In literature [33], a similar M-
ary bit-detecting tree method (MCT) is proposed to rapidly
identify the new arriving tags under a scenario in which
the identified tags continue to participate in the identification
process. Since the M-bit arbitration sequence needs to be fed
back to the reader together with the tag ID, the communication
overhead is increased.

The collision window tree (CwT) protocol has been pro-
posed in [34]. In CwT, a window procedure is adopted to
manage the tag response in order to reduce the energy wastage
in collisions. However, such a protocol ignores the cost of
head message in each query command. The head message is
extremely important for communication between the reader
and tags [13, 31]. Although CwT reduces the transmission
overhead in a single time slot, it requires more time slots to
identify the same batch of tags compared to other QT-based
protocols, thus causing a degradation in system efficiency.

In this paper, we improve the identification efficiency of
RFID system by looking into both query prefix update mech-
anism and tag response strategy. For query prefix update
mechanism, we present a bit query (BQ) strategy based M-ary
query tree protocol (BQMT). Specifically, after receiving a BQ
message, the matching tags will respond to the reader with a
mapped M-bit sequence indicating its location in the M-ary
traversal tree. Compared with traditional ID query, it can both
eliminate idle queries and separate collided tags into many
small subsets which make full use of the collided bits. To fur-
ther look at response strategy, we present a novel bi-response
mechanism namely modified dual prefixes matching (MDPM)
which allows multiple tags to respond in the same slot in order
to reduces the total number of queries. Benefiting from bit
query and bi-response mechanism, the combined BQ-MDPM
can significantly improve the time and energy efficiency. Fig.
1 summarizes the evolution process and characteristics of the
proposed solutions. The suitable scenarios for the proposed
solutions are discussed in simulation section.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives preliminary information, such as the Manchester
coding, bit tracking technology and ID query. In Section 3,
the transmission model between the reader and tags and the
proposed BQMT is described in detail. In the following, the
proposed MDPM and BQ-MDPM are described in Section 4,
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Fig. 1. Motivation and key features of the proposed solutions

followed by the performance evaluation results presented in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES: BIT TRACKING AND ID QUERY

In this paper, our RFID scenario consists of a portable
reader and multiple passive tags, in which the reader does
not have a priori knowledge of tag population or tag ID.
We are looking at solutions to effectively collect all tag ID
information when the reader read a given set of tags. Because
tags communicate with the reader over a shared channel, such
a challenge is also identified as tag identification problem.
Since the tag population in a practical RFID system can be
tens of thousands, the tag identification protocol should be
scalable and efficient.

Bit tracking is commonly based on Manchester code [35-
36], which defines the value of one bit as the voltage transition
within a fixed time (called period). In RFID systems, tag
transmition signal is based on the Manchester coding method.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 2, it is feasible to use bit tracking
technology to trace collision bits. However, all tags within
the reader vicinity should be synchronized to return data to
the reader. Concerning the bit-wise synchronization of tag
responses, the clocks of the tags can be well synchronized via
the signal received from the reader [37] and small synchro-
nization error does not matter since tags transmit at very low
bit rates [38]. Such problem has been studied in the previous
work [39-40] and is outside the scope of this paper. Moreover,
the authors in the literature [41] recently verified that bit-
wise synchronization is feasible in the UHF RFID system by
carrying out the practical experiments with USRP and WISP
tags. Also, we make similar assumption that a communication
channel between the reader and tags is error-free and with no
capture-effect [13-14][17-19][23-36].

Fig. 3 shows an example of QT protocol using bit tracking
technology. The reader owns a stack S to record and update
the query prefixes. The stack is initialized with an initial prefix
(called empty string ε). Each tag whose ID matches the query
prefix will respond with its remaining ID (the ID excluding

0 1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 0 1

X X 0 1 X 0 1

tag 1

tag 2

decoded data at 
the reader side

Fig. 2. Example of Manchester code

101 110

000 001

0 1

0 1 0 1

0 1

pre="ε"

pre="0"

pre="00"

pre="1"
bit tracking

readable

collision

idle

Fig. 3. Query tracking tree

same prefix to the reader). We name this query as ID query
which is denoted briefly as iq. According to the responses of
tags, a slot (node) has three possible status: collision, idle or
readable. If more than one tags respond, the slot is a collision
slot, the reader will update new queries with longer prefix
and push them into the stack. If only one tag responds, the
slot is readable, and the reader can identify the tag. If no tag
responds, the slot is idle. Using the bit tracking technology, the
reader can locate the first collision bit and skip unnecessary
tree nodes. As observed from Fig. 3, we can know how many
queries are required to identify a tag by using bit tracking
technology. For example in this case, five slots are consumed
to identify three tags.

III. THE PROPOSED BQMT PROTOCOL

A. System Model

The transmission model between the reader and tags follows
the EPC C1 Gen2 standard. Fig. 4 illustrates the link timing
of data exchange between the reader and tags for QT-based
protocols. Similar to the Aloha-based protocols, in the identifi-
cation process of QT based protocols, time is also divided into
various number of slots. The reader initializes the identification
process using Query command during time TQuery. After the
first slot, the reader starts a slot using QR command during
time TQR. Throughout the whole tag identification process,
the reader needs to transmit continuous wave (CW) to power
the tags, allowing them to harvest energy and return their IDs.
Therefore, how to shorten the identification time is a good way
to improve energy efficiency. In Fig. 4, T1 is the time required
for the tag to generate a response after each reader command.
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Fig. 4. The link timing between the reader and tags of QT-based protocols

T2 is the time required for the reader to process the received
tag response. T3 is the waiting time before the reader sending
another command after T1 if there is no tag response. T4 is
the guard time between two consecutive tag responses in the
proposed MDPM. Additionally, the tag’s response is produced
during time TRes.

During the tag identification process, a tag may be in one
of three modes, that are waiting mode, sleeping mode or
transmission mode. Specifically, if a tag is in waiting mode,
it indicates that the tag’s ID does not match the prefix in the
command transmitted by the reader at the moment. Hence,
the tag will not respond to the reader but will continue to wait
for subsequent commands. When the ID of a tag matches the
prefix sent by the reader, it is in the transmission mode and
the tag will respond to the reader with its ID information.

B. Bit Query

Based on the bit tracking technology introduced in the
section II, we discuss the bit query method in details in this
section. When the reader sends a bit query command, denoted
as bq, the tag whose ID matches the prefix will respond to
it. However, unlike other QT-based methods, the tag response
to the command is no longer the remaining part of ID but a
mapped M -bit string. The M -bit string is generated by the
following m bits in the rest part of the ID (after the matched
prefix), where M = 2m. The mapped string is determined by
the parameter m and the mapping function which is described
in Algorithm 1, where the notation << means ROL operation.
Tab. I shows the mapping table for m = 2. As observed in
the Tab. I, the mapped data contains only a single 1. When
the reader receives a mapped data, it can resolve the original
information without additional time slots.

Algorithm 1 Mapping Function

Input: m-bit string b = bm−1bm−2...b0
(bi: a binary value)
Output: M -bit string p = pM−1pM−2...p0
(M = 2m, pi: a binary value)

0001 0110 1101 0011

0100 1001 0110 1110
collision node

readable node

<1> ε

<2>
00 <3>

01

<4>
010

<5>
011

<6>
11

Fig. 5. M-ary query tree

1: Initialize p such that p0 = 1 and pi = 0 for all other i
2: for j = 0 to m− 1 do
3: p← p� bj × 2j

4: end for

TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF THE MAPPING TABLE

Original Data
(m = 2)

Mapped data
(M = 2m = 4)

00 0001
01 0010
10 0100
11 1000

TABLE II
AN EXAMPLE OF RECEIVED STRING

Original prefix Mapped string
Tag A (00) 0001

Tag B and Tag C (01) 0010
Tag D (11) 1000

Received string at the reader side *0**

An identification process of four tags represented by an M-
ary query tree is shown in Fig. 5. The number in the angle
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brackets indicates the index value of the slot. The number
on the branch denotes the query prefix sent by the reader at
this slot. When the reader initially broadcasts a bq command
with the prefix ε, all tags that match the prefix will map the
upper 2 bits of its ID to a 4-bit data string according to the
mapping principle described in Algorithm 1, and respond it
to the reader. Based on the received signal at the reader side
indicated in Tab. II, the reader parses out that “10” branch
on the query tree is idle. That is to say, if the reader sends a
query command with a prefix of “10”, it will not receive any
tag response. Since “00”, “01”, and “11” are non-idle nodes,
the reader uses traditional ID query (denoted as iq) to identify
the individual tags. When the reader broadcasts a iq command
with the prefix of “00” or “11”, it can obtain a single ID with
a correct cyclic redundancy check (CRC) checksum. When the
reader sends a iq command with the prefix of “01”, two tags
compete for a shared channel at the same time, causing ID
sequence collided. Then the reader has to query them again
until they are successfully identified.

For bit query, the length (M ) of mapped bit string needs to
be determined. Intuitively, the larger the M value, the more
subsets can be separated from a collision slot, so that fewer
number of queries can be achieved. However, M should not
be greater than the length of ID sequence if the slot duration
is not elongated. Typically, the length of ID is set to 128
bits as in [13-14, 36]. Based on this assumption, we set
M = 128, i.e., m = 7 to follow the existing settings. It is
noted that the larger the M value, the better performance of
the proposed algorithm can be achieved. But this characteristic
does not apply to other comparative algorithms. For example,
in MCT algorithm, the number of idle slots increases with
the number of subsets, and thus leading to increased time
and energy costs. Thus, even if MCT algorithm can divide
the colliding tags into more subsets like BQMT, it is unable
to achieve better performance. Compared to other algorithms,
the proposed BQMT can completely remove idle slots and
improve the identification efficiency.

C. Optimal Query Switching
Although bit query is better than ID query in resolving col-

lisions, it also has many shortcomings. For example, suppose
a node in the query tree is readable. In other words, if the node
contains only one tag, then ID query can be used to obtain
the complete ID of the tag, while the bit query can be used to
only obtain the m bits of the ID. Therefore, to achieve efficient
tag identification, an optimal query switching strategy should
be determined. Consider an ideal situation where the reader
knows in advance that the next time slot has only a single tag
response, then it can switch the query mode from bit query to
ID query. However, since a collision bit in a received string
can only reflect the fact that the corresponding child node is a
non-idle node, the reader cannot accurately predict how many
tag responses will be made in the next query cycle. Thus, to
find the optimal query switching strategy, the reader has to
estimate the number of tag in a non-idle node. The estimation
method is as follows.

Assuming that the reader receives the responding strings
from n tags at the same time, in the mixed string the number of

“0” is E, and the number of collision bits is C (E+C =M ).
Assuming that the IDs of tags are uniformly distributed, the
probability of finding k tags in a child node can be expressed
as

B (k) =

(
n
k

)(
1

M

)k (
1− 1

M

)n−k
(1)

where n is the number of tags waiting to be identified, M is
the length of mapped string received by the reader. Then the
expectation of number of idle nodes can be calculated as

E =M ×B (0) =M ×
(
1− 1

M

)n
(2)

When the value of M is large enough, we have

(1− 1

M
) ≈ e− 1

M (3)

Accordingly, the (3) can be further approximated as

E ≈M × e− n
M ≈Me−λ (4)

where λ = n
M .

For a parent node p, the number of non-idle child nodes
subordinate to it is C, and the number of tags contained in
each child node ci is ki (i = 1, ...C). If an ID query is used to
access a child node, according to the existing literature [28, 31,
36], the number of time slots required to successfully identify
all tags contained in the child node can be calculated as

Niq (ci) = 2× ki − 1 (5)

Therefore, the number of slots to identify all tags belong to
the parent node p can be calculated as

Niq (p) = 1 +
C∑
i=1

Ns (ci) = 1 +
C∑
i=1

(2× ki − 1)

= 2n− C + 1
(6)

On the other hand, if we use the bit query method to visit the
child nodes, we can first make an assumption that most child
nodes contain only a small number of tags (far less than M ).
Such assumption is reasonable because the previous analysis
shows that we only need to switch the query when the number
of tags contained in each child node is small. Otherwise, if
there are more tags, the bit query is significantly more efficient
than the ID query. Thus, for these child nodes, if they are
visited by bit queries, most of grand-children are more likely
to be readable nodes, which means that only one slot is needed
to identify one of them. Therefore, using a bit query to identify
a child node ci containing ki tags, the number of slots required
can be calculated as

Nbq (ci) = ki + 1 (7)

where ki represents the number of grand-child nodes, and 1
represents current child node. Accordingly, the total number
of slots to identify all tags contained in the parent node p via
bit query can be expressed as

Nbq (p) = 1 +
C∑
i=1

Ns (ci) = 1 +
C∑
i=1

(ki + 1)

= n+ C + 1
(8)

If ID query is more efficient than bit query, the following
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is satisfied.
Nbq (p) ≥ Niq (p) (9)

Based on (6) and (8), we have

C ≥ 1

2
n (10)

According to (4) and E + C = M , C can be further
expressed as

C =M − E =M (1−B (0)) ≈M
(
1− e−λ

)
(11)

Substituting (11) into (10), we have

M
(
1− e−λ

)
≥ 1

2λM

⇒ 1−e−λ
λ ≥ 1

2
⇒ λ ≤ 1.6

(12)

Based on (4) and (12), we have

E ≈Me−λ ≥ 0.2M
⇒ E

M ≥ 0.2
(13)

The (13) indicates that when the query should be switched.
That is, if the ratio E/M of a received string is higher than
0.2 it is more efficient to switch to ID query.

D. Performance Analysis of BQMT

To derive the performance of the proposed BQMT, let us
assume that after the reader receives the mapped string from
tag feedback, it can accurately predict the number of tags
corresponding to each collision bit (child node), then it can
perfectly switch to the optimal query approach. If a child node
is a collision node, the reader will send a bit query to probe
this node. If a child node is a readable node, the reader will
send a ID query to probe this node. Otherwise, the reader will
skip the idle node. It is noted that an initial query is bit query,
we can derive the total number of queries for the reader to
identify n tags as

Nq =


2, n = 1
1 +M ×B (1)

+
n∑
k=2

M ×B (k)×Nq (k), n > 1
(14)

where B(k) is the probability of finding k tags in a child node,
and is given by (1). Although it is difficult to derive a closed
form solution since B(k) is different for each individual n,
we can obtain an upper bound of Nq (n) as follows.

Lemma 1. Nq (n) has a upper bound, that is

Nq (n) ≤ 1.5n+ 1 (15)

Proof: For the root node in the M-ary query tree, if the
node is probed by ID query, the number of slots consumed by
BQMT is expressed as (6). On the other hand, if the node is
probed by bit query, the number of slots consumed by BQMT
is expressed as (7). Therefore, assuming that BQMT optimally
choose one query, we have

Nq(n) = min (Niq(p), Nbq(p))
= min (2n− C + 1, n+ C + 1)
≤ 1.5n+ 1

(16)

The equal sign of the above formula holds when C = 0.5n,
and the lemma 1 can be yielded.

Lemma 2. Assume the number of tags to be identified is n,
the minimal system efficiency of BQMT is 0.66.

Proof: According to the lemma 1, the maximum number
of slots consumed by BQMT to identify n tags can be
expressed as Nmin

q (n) = 1.5n + 1. Hence, the minimum
system efficiency can be derived as

UBQMT
min =

n

1.5n+ 1
≥ 0.66 (17)

IV. AN IMPROVED READING PROTOCOLS NAMELY
MDPM AND BQ-MDPM

From the perspective of prefix update, we design a bit
query strategy and BQMT protocol in section 3. However, the
performance of BQMT is affected by the number of subsets,
i.e., the value of M . And there is still space for improvement
in system efficiency. In this section, we design a modified dual
prefixes matching (MDPM) mechanism to allow more than one
tags respond to the reader in a same slot illustrated in Fig. 6
and hence further reduce the total number of queries. The
BQ-MDPM is designed to improve the reading performance
in system, time and energy efficiency.

A. Definitions

Before describing the MDPM in detail, we first introduce
several definitions.

• Feature bit: In the proposed solution, the feature bit
is the MSB of the remaining ID after the tag matches
the prefix of the reader command. The tag can use this
feature bit to determine which sub-cycle it belongs to and
respond to the reader. Given a binary string P1P2...Pk as
a query prefix and R1R2...RL as full ID of a tag (where
k ≤ L), if P1P2...Pk = R1R2...Rk, then Rk+1 is the
feature bit. Obviously, the specific position of the feature
bit is determined by the tag ID waiting to be identified,
so it is dynamically changed during the tag identification
process. Specifically, if k = L, the reader can identify
the tags according to the duality of a binary value.

• Sub-cycle: In QT-based protocols, one cycle (include
reader query and tag response) can be equivalent to a
time slot in the Aloha-based protocols. To be specific, a
cycle is the time duration from the reader sending a query
command to successfully receiving the tag response,
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Unlike the traditional QT-
based protocols, the proposed MDPM uses bi-response
mechanism to identify two tags in a slot. Thus, in this
paper, a cycle is divided into two sub-cycles: sub-cycle
A and sub-cycle B. It is noted that the reader only needs
to send a query command in each cycle. The query com-
mand contains three parameters: Com Str, pre1 and pre2.
A tag that receives the query command will determine
which sub-cycle it belongs to according to whether its
own feature bit matches pre1 or pre2.
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• Bi-response mechanism: As described above, the feature
bit determines which sub-cycle the tag selects to respond
to the reader. The so-called bi-response mechanism is that
tags from different subsets may respond to the reader’s
query commands in the same cycle (but in different sub-
cycles). The tags whose feature bit equals to 0 will firstly
respond to the reader in the sub-cycle A. Then those tags
with feature bit of 1 respond to the reader in the sub-
cycle B. Specifically, the tags in sub-cycle B respond to
the reader after a r-bits time delay, where r = l(ID −
Com Str − pre1), in which l represents calculating the
length of binary string.

B. MDPM: Algorithm Description

The detailed flowchart of the proposed MDPM is described
in Fig. 7. Strictly speaking, the proposed MDPM is a new
kind of QT-based algorithm. So, communication flow of the
proposed MDPM is similar to that of the traditional QT-
algorithm. The detailed difference between them is as follows.

• 1) Prefix updating mechanism: In traditional QT-
algorithms, the query prefixes are only based on the
previous query prefixes, which cause many unnecessary
empty slots. As a contrary, the query prefixes of MDPM
are based on both the previous prefixes and the received
bit string, and hence significantly avoid the unnecessary
empty slots.

• 2) Tag response: In traditional QT-algorithms, the tag
responds to the reader with its full ID or partial ID
excluding the matched prefix. Only one tag is allowed
to transmit ID in a slot. As a contrary, the proposed

Header information

37bits

Pre CRC-16

1 bit 16 bits

Preamble ID

128 bits

CRC-16

16 bits9 bits

Command Com_Str

Pre1 Pre2

0 1

Pre1 Pre2

4 bits Var. 0 1

Preamble Data

Var.

CRC-16

16 bits9 bits

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

CRC-16

16 bits

Fig. 8. The format of the reader’s probe commands and the tag’s response
(a) CMD Query command (b) tag’s response for CMD Query command (c)
CMD QR command (d) tag’s response for CMD QR command

solution allows two sets of tags with different feature bits
responding to the reader in two sub-cycles. In this way,
the reader can identify up to two tags in a time slot.

• 3) Query command parameters: In traditional QT-
algorithms, the query command contains only one prefix
used to allow the matching tag respond to its ID. As
a contrary, the query command in the proposed method
contains three parameters: Com Str, pre1, and pre2,
where the function of Com Str is the same as the prefix
in the traditional QT-algorithm. pre1 and pre2 are used
to achieve the bi-response mechanism.

Fig. 8 gives the detailed command format and the corre-
sponding tag response, where header information includes the
header, mask, command and address information. Note that
pre1 and pre2 are fixed to 0 and 1, respectively. They are
used to match the feature bits of tags.

Tab. III gives an example of communication procedure by
using MDPM to identify four tags whose IDs are “00010110”,
“01001001”, “01101110”, and “11010011”. The reader initial-
ly sends a CMD Query command with an empty string of ε
to start the identification process. In each slot, two sets of
tags with different feature bits respond to the reader’s query
commands in two sub-cycles: sub-cycle A and sub-cycle B,
respectively. It is noted in Fig. 5 and Tab. III, there are three
kinds of slots in our proposed MDPM.

• Readable slot: If the tags are successfully identified in
two sub-cycles in current slot, then the slot is named as a
readable slot. In the example as described in Tab. III, the
slot <3> is a readable slot. In this time slot the reader
identifies two tags, B and C, respectively.

• Collision slot: If collisions occur in both of two sub-
cycles, the reader cannot identify any tag in the slot, then
it is called a collision slot.

• Identifiable collision slot: The reader can successfully
identify a single tag in one of two sub-cycles, then the
slot is an identifiable collision slot. For example, in Tab.
III, slot <1> and slot <2> are identifiable collision slots.

As can be found in Tab. III, the proposed solution only
needs three slots to identify four tags, thus greatly reducing
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TABLE III
COMMUNICATION PROCEDURE FOR AN EXAMPLE BY USING MDPM

Slot Query (COM Str, pre1, pre2) Response Identification
<1> CMD Query (ε, 0, 1) 0******* 11010011 Tag D is identified
<2> CMD QR (0, 0, 1) 0010110 1*01*** Tag A is identified
<3> CMD QR (01, 0, 1) 001001 101110 Tags B and C are identified

the number of queries from the reader. Although the duration
of a single time slot is increased, as the total number of
time slots is reduced and coordinate communication time
can be potentially reduced, thereby improving the overall
identification efficiency.

C. BQ-MDPM: Algorithm Description

Although the performance of BQMT and MDPM has been
greatly improved compared to prior arts, they still have many
limitations. For BQMT, its performance highly depends on the
M value, which is related to the length of tag ID. Therefore,
in the scenario where the length of tag ID is short, its
performance will deteriorate sharply. For MDPM, Although
it can greatly reduce the total number of queries, it also
brings some disadvantages. In particular, the MDPM has no
advantages in communication complexity, identification time
and energy cost especially under the scenario that the header
information of reader commands can be ignored [28][34].
Because it allows more than one tags to respond in a same
slot, thereby extending the duration of a single time slot. To
overcome the limitations of BQMT and MDPM, the combined
BQ-MDPM can be proposed to mitigate shortcomings in
certain scenarios. The BQ-MDPM is described as follows. The
reader broadcasts a bq query to initialize the identification
process. After receiving the bq query, all tags respond to
reader with a mapped string . The reader updates the prefixes
according to the received string and switches the following
queries according to Algorithm 2. If the following query is
still a bit query, the above process continues. If the following
query is an ID query, the reader allows tags to respond to
the query according to the bi-response mechanism and their
feature bits. Tab. IV gives an example of communications
procedure by using BQ-MDPM to identify same four tags
described in Tab. III. As can be observed, although BQ-
MDPM consumes more slots than MDPM, it requires lower
communication complexity than MDPM.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

In this section, we compared the proposed BQMT and
MDPM with existing state-of-the-art solutions over extensive
Monte Carlo simulations. Simulation scenarios with a reader
and a various number of tags have been evaluated using
MATLAB R2012b, where the tags are uniformly distributed
in the reader vicinity so that all tags can receive the reader’s
command with no errors. The communication channel between
the reader and tags are considered as ideal, as same as that in
the previous literatures [13-14][23-28][31-36]. The parameters

TABLE V
THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE MATLAB SIMULATIONS [13][24][34]

Parameter Value
L 128 bits

Data rate 160 kpbs
T1 25 µs
T2 25 µs
T3 30 µs
T4 12.5 µs
Ptx 825 mw
Prx 125 mw

The number of simulations 1000

used in MATLAB simulations are listed in Tab. V. In our
simulations, the tag number is from 100 to 2000. All the
simulation results that we report in this paper were performed
in the Lenovo desktop with Intel i5-4590 CPU and 8GB RAM.
In the simulations, the performance is averaged over 1000
iterations.

B. Results on Numerous Metrics

1) Number of total slots: The BQMT reduces the number
of total slots of the best prior passive RFID compliant QT-
based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average of
48.5% and 32.5%, respectively for uniformly distributed tag
populations. Further, the MDPM reduces the number of total
slots of the best prior passive RFID compliant QT-based and
hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average of 56.9% and
43.5%, respectively. Fig. 9 (a) compares the number of total
slots used by various algorithms where the tag population
is from 100 to 2000. As can be observed from Fig. 9 (a),
MDPM consumes the least slots to identify the same number
of tags compared to other algorithms. The reason is that the
introduced Bi-response mechanism can significantly reduce
the number of collision slots and remove the idle slots, and
thus save the total number of slots. Also, the MCT algorithm
outperforms CwT and STT because M-ary tree can divide the
colliding tags into smaller subsets and avoid the idle query
nodes.

2) System efficiency: According to the definition of the
existing literatures [16-20], the system efficiency is computed
as the number of identified tags divided by the number of
total slots to identify these tags. Such metric is widely used to
evaluate the performance of RFID anti-collision protocols. The
BQMT outperforms all other reference methods and improves
the normalized system efficiency of the best prior passive RFID
compliant QT-based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by
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TABLE IV
COMMUNICATION PROCEDURE FOR AN EXAMPLE BY USING BQ-MDPM

Slot Query (Com Str, pre1, pre2) Response Identification
<1> CMD Query (ε, ε, ε) x0xx
<2> CMD QR (00, 0, 1) 010110 Tag A is identified
<3> CMD QR (01, 0, 1) 001001 101110 Tags B and C are identified
<4> CMD QR (11, 0, 1) 010011 Tag D is identified
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an average of 88.6% and 43.6%, respectively for uniformly
distributed tag populations. Further, the MDPM improves the
system efficiency of the best prior passive RFID compliant
QT-based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average of
132% and 76.7%, respectively. Fig. 9 (b) compares the system
efficiency of all comparative approaches. Similar to the results
in Fig. 9 (a), BQMT always achieves the better performance
than other comparative algorithms, and the system efficiency
is close to 0.89 when the number of tags is greater than
800. The reason is that compared with other schemes, the
BQMT can separate the contending tag set into more small
subsets which are easier to be identified. Thus, the number of
collision queries are greatly reduced and the system efficiency
is improved. Since the CwT attempts to reduce the number bits
transmitted in each query cycle by using the window structure,
it requires to increase the total number of queries, which
dramatically reduces the system efficiency. Although MCT and
AdTASA utilize bit tracking technology which can avoid idle
slots when resolving collision, it is unable to eliminate the
idle slots during the initial phase of tag identification which
degrade the system efficiency. The STT algorithm increases the
number of idle queries while reducing the collisions, resulting
in increasing in total number of queries, thus reducing the
system efficiency. Benefiting from the bi-response mechanism,
the system efficiency of the proposed MDPM is above 1.

3) Total identification time: As mentioned in the previous
work [7][11][19][24][34], the system efficiency is ineffective
to evaluate the actual performance of anti-collision approaches
because it assumes the time interval of different types of slots
are equal. In addition, the number of time slots varies from
algorithm to algorithm. The proposed BQMT reduces the total
identification time of the best prior passive RFID compliant
QT-based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average
of 22.7% and 37.8%, respectively. Further, the MDPM reduce
the total identification time of the best prior passive RFID
compliant QT-based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by an
average of 15.7% and 32.2%, respectively. Fig. 9 (c) depicts
the total identification time required for various algorithms
to identify the same number of tags. The total identification
time highly depends on the time duration for data transmission
and the number of queries. It can be observed that different
algorithms exhibit different ranks under different performance
evaluation metrics. For example, although the MCT algorithm
consumes more number of queries than AdATSA, the total
identification time required is shorter. That is because in the
MCT algorithm, both the reader and tags need to send less
number of transmitted bits, thereby shortening the total iden-
tification time. Also can be observed from Fig. 9 (c), although
MDPM reduces the total number of queries, it requires longer
identification time than BQMT to identify the same number
of tags due to it doubles the duration in each slot. Therefore,
although MDPM brings the improvement of system efficiency,
it does not bring further advantages in total identification time.

4) Communication complexity and average energy cost:
The communication complexity is defined as the average
number of bits transmitted by the reader and tags during RFID
identification process, which implicitly represent the energy
cost during the communication process [7][13][24][42][43].

The BQMT reduces the average number of transmitted bits
per tag identification of the best prior passive RFID compliant
QT-based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average of
23.6% and 36.8%, respectively. Further, the MDPM reduces
the average number of transmitted bits for one tag identifica-
tion of the best prior passive RFID compliant QT-based and
hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average of 34.3% and
45.7%, respectively. Fig. 9 (d) demonstrates the average num-
ber of transmitted bits per tag identification for all comparative
algorithms. Although STT is used to reduce the number of
collisions in original QT method using a tree traversal path,
it generates successive number of queries and increases the
communication complexity. In addition, the STT requires full
ID response to the reader, thereby increasing the transmission
overhead. Therefore, the STT consumes more transmitted bits
to identify one tag compared to other algorithms. It is noted
that the MCT requires least number of transmitted bits among
the comparative QT-based algorithms. The main reason is two-
fold. First of all, the MCT consumes fewer number of queries
by constructing a new M-ary collision tree structure. More
importantly, besides the first slot of a frame, other slots are
trigged by short commands, thereby reducing the transmitted
bits by the reader.

The proposed BQMT reduces the average energy cost per
tag identification of the best prior passive RFID compliant
QT-based and hybrid anti-collision protocols by an average of
23.9% and 35.3%, respectively. Further, the MDPM reduces
the average energy cost per tag identification of the best prior
passive RFID compliant QT-based and hybrid anti-collision
protocols by an average of 30.3% and 40.7%, respectively.
Fig. 9 (e) compares the average energy cost for one tag
identification. It also shows evidence that BQMT and MDPM
outperform the other comparative algorithms in terms of ener-
gy consumption. This is because BQMT and MDPM produces
fewer number of slots and transmitted bits at both the reader
and tags sides.

5) Impact of M value on BQMT performance: In the
BQMT design, the reader requires tags to respond a mapped
data by sending a bit query command. Such mapped data
can be potentially used to divide the colliding tags into M
(M = 2m) groups, where M denotes the length of mapped
data. To allow successful transmission of M bits data in a
slot, we limit value M no more than the length of tag ID.
That is, m = 7 in the proposed BQMT. The larger the M
value, the better performance of the proposed BQMT can be
achieved. But we agree that this characteristic does not apply
to other comparative algorithms. For example, in the MCT
algorithm, the number of idle slots increases with the number
of subsets, thus it leads to increased time and energy costs.
Therefore, even if the MCT algorithm can divide colliding tags
into more subsets like BQMT, it is unable to achieve better
performance. Compared to other algorithms, the proposed
BQMT can completely remove idle slots and improve the
identification efficiency.

To better illustrate the advantage of our proposed solution,
we provide the numerical results of the proposed BQMT in the
cases of M = 4 (m = 2) and M = 8 (m = 3), respectively.
According to the results illustrated in Fig. 10, we know that
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison between the proposed three solutions: (a) Number of total slots (b) System efficiency (c) Total identification time (d)
Communication complexity

the performance of m = 2 and m = 3 are still superior to
other QT-based protocols.

C. Comparison of BQMT, MDPM and BQ-MDPM

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of BQ-MDPM
by comparing its performance with BQMT and MDPM. Fig.
11 (a) plots the number of total slots for all comparative
algorithms. As can be observed, the BQ-MDPM reduces the
number of total slots of BQMT by an average of 12.6%.
However, compared to MDPM, BQ-MDPM requires more
slots to identify all tags due to it needs to send extra bq queries.
Fig. 11 (b) compares the system efficiency of the proposed
three protocols. Benefiting from the bi-response mechanism,
BQ-MDPM outperforms BQMT by an average of 17.7%.
Similarly in Fig. 10 (b), BQ-MDPM is slightly worse than
MDPM in system efficiency. Fig. 11 (c) depicts the total
identification time required for various algorithms to identify
the same number of tags. As can be observed, BQ-MDPM
consumes the least time compared to BQMT and MDPM,
and reduces the total identification time by an average of
11.0% and 18.4%, respectively. As mentioned above, the total
identification time highly depends on the time duration for
data transmission and number of queries. The BQ-MDPM
compromises between number of queries and transmitted bits.
Fig. 11 (d) demonstrates communication complexity (which
is defined as the average number of bits transmitted by the
reader and tags during RFID identification process) for all
comparative algorithms. The BQ-MDPM reduces the com-
munication complexity of BQMT and MDPM by an average
of 14.2% and 19.5%, respectively. The results also show
evidence that BQ-MDPM outperforms BQMT and MDPM in
communication complexity. In summary, BQ-MDPM inherits
the characteristics of BQMT and MDPM, so it can show a

balance performance under various performance evaluation
metrics. From the principle and numerical results of the
proposed solutions, we can obtain the following conclusions.
The BQMT is suitable for large scale network using longer
IDs. Where the tag IDs are randomly distributed. The MDPM
is suitable for the scenario where the header information
of the reader command is long. No matter what scenarios,
the proposed BQ-MDPM is a tradeoff between BQMT and
MDPM.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented three time and energy-
efficient protocols for RFID tag identification, namely the
BQMT, MDPM, and BQ-MDPM respectively. In BQMT, two
query types are utilized, ID query and Bit query. In bit
query, an original m bits of a tag can be mapped into a M
bits string to form a M -ary tree. According to the designed
switching mechanism, the reader can optimally choose the
query type for the ongoing query. To further optimize the
reading performance of QT-based anti-collision protocols, a
MDPM protocol is proposed to speed up the tag identification
process and reduce the energy consumption during identifi-
cation process. As a combination of BQMT and MDPM, the
BQ-MDPM inherits the advantages of them and can achieve
the better performance depends on application scenarios. Both
theoretical analysis and numerical results have shown that
the proposed protocols significantly outperforms all prior tag
identification protocols including QT-compliant and Hybrid,
for various evaluation metrics such as the number of total slots,
system efficiency, total identification time, communication
complexity, and average energy cost.
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